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Tsipis, Scoville Launch
Arms Symposium

Panel Describes Life In The Army
by TERRY GRAVES
On Thursday
C.A.R.D.
hosted
a panel
of guest
speakers
who addressed
a
crowd of about 50 people. The
panel was made up of faculty
member Jim Loewe, a C.O.;
draft resister John Bach, who
has spent about 35 months in
jail, and Gary Miskimon who
has been in the army for
about eleven years.
Miskimon was the first to
speak.
The gist
of his
message was that the army
does suit some people but that
it did not suit everyone.
Miskimon participated in the
army ROTC program from
1963-1967. In 1968 he decided
to make a career out of the
army, fully aware that he

would probably be sent to
Vietnam. (He was). He did
not regret
his decision.
Miskimon
estimated
that
reaistration
could speed up
mobilization
by
approximately 3 months.
Jim

Loewe

was

next

to

speak. Loewe was drafted in
1969 and he went to boot camp
and training for the airborne
infantry. He then signaled up
for and began
studying
combat training techniques ..
Loewe soon realized that he
would not be able to deal
emotionally with combat. He
applied to the Army Review
Board :or the status of C.O.
(conscientious objector).
He had no reply until a few
weeks
later
when
four

carloads
of military police
arrived
where
he
was
working
as
a military
chaplain's
assistant.
Loewe
was forcibly removed and
taken to an airport where he
was

carried

on

board

an

aircraft bound for Vietnam.
He was under armed guard
for the entire journey.
Upon arrival

he was ex-

pected
to participate
in
combat. Loewe refused and
was subjected
to court
martials,
intimidation
and
various sorts of brutality, the
nature of which he would not
go into in his address.
Finally he filed suit against
the U.S. government:
an

'C.A.R.D. Coffee House
Kicks Off Information
Week
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Conn, Alumn, Don Goldberg, and C.A.R.D.'s Bob Landau, were two of the many performers at the C.A, R.D. benefit Coffee House.
by JULIA STAHLGREN
approach to the issue.
After treating us all to a few
This past week was rich
Donna
Marcantonio
wonderful Blues tunes (and
with activities sponsored by
provided an appropriate antisome impromptu humor) Bob
the
Committee
Against
war opening with a Joan Baez
and Don stepped down, and
Registration
and the Draft.
song. "I want to grow, I want
Chris Georges, on guitar, and
Tuesday
night brought an
to see, [ want to share what I
vocalist Terry Stanford took
impressively
well-organized
know, I want to be, 1 want to
over.
Chris
and
Terry
collection
of student
enlive," she sang. Jim Lampos.
followed
a
"more
the
tertainers with the C.A.R.D.
a Fitch High School stude-nt
merrier"
motif when they
Coffee
House.
It began
followed Donna, on guitar.
brought
another guitarist,
shortly after 8 p.m. and by 2
Representing
the
Fitch
Tony Salvatore, and pianist
a.m. there were still perstudents
who have joined
Jeff Fishman up on stage to
formers
and audience
in
C.A.R.D., Jim sang a few
join in their music making.
candle-lit Cro Main Lounge.
original
compositions,
inThey closed their set with
Organized as a benefit to
eluding a sarcastically funny
some Allman Brothers songs,
raise money for this newly
song entitled Let's Drop the
adding
a fifth musician.
formed
committee,
the
Big One Now!
Brian Hollister, on the harevening
offered
twelve
The tone changed a bit
monica.
Meanwhile,
the
"acts."
and a wealth
of
when Karen Frankian
and
crowd continued to expand,
delicious home-baked goods,
Janet Wilscam took the stage
and was warmly receptive
for
fity
cents.
Antiwith their flutes, followed by
and supportive of the many
registration
petitions
were
a couple of lovely duets
efforts that had gone into the
circulated, and attendance of
performed by Janet, on flute,
making of the evening.
future C.A.R.D. events was
and Phil Youngholm,
our
Karen Frankian
returned
urged. But the evening was
Greer Music librarian,
on
to the microphone with some
not a loud, overwhelming
piano.
By the time Bob
anti-war poetry, followed by
sales pitch for the anti-draft
Lan d au,
C. A . R . D . 's
Dan Robbins
and Steve
movement. Rather, it came
president, and Don Goldberg,
McElheny on guitars. "Halfacross as a low key, yet
a Conn. alumnus, had stepped
Life," our campus jazz band
strong motion for peace and
into the spotlight with their
(Yes, they have yet another
public involvement,
which
g~itars, the crowd in Cro had
name!), was next on stage,
seems a much more positive
picked up considerably.
co n IIDued page 8
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by Aron Abrams
One probable casualty of
the
Soviet
invasion
of
Afghanistan is the SALT II
treaty. The success of the
Strategic
Arms Limitation
Talks is contingent
on a
certain degree of trust between
America
and
the
U.S.S.~., a factor which obviously can't be maintained
in the current cold war at,
mosphere.
Many observers
feel that
the halt
(and
probable cessation)
of the
negotiations is just as well,
claiming that the SALT 11
treaty was too idealistic to
succeed. But others feel that
unless the SALT talks are
completed and the treaty is
ratified
within the year,
America's
position in the
arms race will be weakened.

By CRIS REVAZ
In the first lecture of what
prom ises to be a superb
symposium on international
arms limitations and the Salt
11 treaty, Dr. Kosta Tsipis
spoke to a rather small crowd
at the Coast Guard's Dimick
Hall on February 19 at 7:00
p.m. on "A New Type of Arms
Control."
Dr.
Tsipis
is
Associate
Director
of the
Stockholm
International
Peace Research Institute, a
Research
Associate
and a
Postdoctorate
Fellow from
the Physics Department
at
MIT.

Dr. Tsipis began by explaining the new areas of
technology that are at the
heart
of today's
maj or
defense programs.
First of
all, he said that science has
made
breakthroughs
in
analyzing the properties
of
new materials such as silicon.
these
new materials
are
central
in producing
new
artifacts
like the complex
satellites
that
circle
the
globe.
Second, Tsipis said that the
micro-miniaturization
of
electronics
is also a k.ey
element. IlL _
..... ~.
_
W_OIHl'. Third
ths
Ber erlSeovI11e, ~t
of
miniaturization
of computers
Arms
Controf
Association.
has greatly
increased
the
Speaking from a pro'SALT
capability of prectston-gutded
standpoint, Herbert Scoville,
munitions. And finally, laser
former member of the U.S.
physics is a provocative field
Def ens e Department
and
that is opening up new areas
current
president
of
the
Arms
in defense mechanisms.
Control Association feels that
Dr. Tsipis
went on to
ratification
of the SALT
exam ine some of the brand
agreement
would be very
new weaponry that has been
beneficial for the U.S. but
made
possible
from
the
admitted that, owing to the
stepped-up
research
in
str-ct time guidelines set in
defense technology. He said
the treaty, the chances of the
that
missiles
have
now
plan being approved are slim.
developed to such an adIn a speech
given
on
vanced stage that they can
February
21 at the Coast
actually "see" and "think."
Guard Academy,
Scoville
The censor devices in the
said that "The U.S. will be
missile "see" the target and
much worse off without the
th-e miniaturized
computer
trea ty .'
According
to
-acts as the brain, changing
Scoville,
the
major
addirection and zeroing in.
vantage of SALT is that it
We can also produce "allwould
keep the monitoring of
weather aircraft"
which can
Soviet arms comparatively
deliver munitions to a precise
easy. The treaty guarantees
point in any weather
conthat
U.S.
surveillance
ditions, something that the
satellites can take as many
Soviets do not have.
continued page 2
continued page 2

David Landau Denounces Draft,
Political Patronage
By CRIS REVAZ
On Friday the 22nd at 4:00
p.m., David Landau, National
Vice-Chairperson of C.A.R.D.
(Committee
Against
Registration
for U>e Draft)
spoke to a very small crowd
in Oliva Hall about the larger
implications
of
draft
registration.
The talk was
entitled
"The Draft
and
Congress: What to expect."
Mr. Landau is a member ·of
the District of Colum bia Bar
Association, the Staff Council
of
the
American
Civil
Liberties
Union,
and
a
graduate
of
American
University
Law School. He
also happens
to be Bob
Landau's brother, who is in

4

charge
of the C.A.R .0.
committee here on campus.
Landau called the draft an
institution
which has very
serious
social and moral
implications.
He denounced
the President";
proposal to
initiate draft registration
as
unconstitutional.
and "offensive."
He argued
that
those who choose to protest
the draft, which he thought an
inevitability if registration is
passed, will be subjected to
unconstituional
forms
of
surveillance
and
harsh
means of law enforcement by
police, the CIA and the FBI.
Landau said that this type
of civil rights violation went
eontlauecl paie •
Photos by GEOFFREY DAY
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Tsipsis continued

• a lr e a dy begun
encr ipttng
their data. These problems.
combined

with

a

loss

of

survelttance stations in Iran.
Tsipis then mentioned what
led Scoville
to say
that
is known as the "smart
"Today. America has exsatellite."
This
satellite
rrcrnely good capabilities for
monitors actual human accurve! lIance
of
Soviet
tivity, and recognizes exactly
missiles,
but without a treaty
what defense officials are
twhtch .....
ould limit arms to
looking for, thus greatly
the type
which
can be
reducing the vast amount of
monitored
by other
coundata that must be analyzed.
tries), the U.S. intelligence
He also said that a newer
systems won '1 be dependable.
product of technology is the
The loss of SALT II would
cruise missile, which is like a
ruin a current U.S. Defense
small plane with no pilot that
program
about to begin
hits a target after recognizing
construction, a mobile ICBM
it, and is changing the way we
system.
This
system
is
think about defense.
similar to a shell game:
While Dr. Tsipis, said that
There are a large number of
these new weaponries were
silos which are capable of
certainly
indicative of the
hiding a missile. but the
important
role technology
observer can't be sure which
plays in the military, he also
one 0( the silos is being used.
maintained that the growth of
Since
the program
was
technology has distorted the
designed at a time when it
cost-effectiveness
of more
looked like SALT would be
conventional
weapons. He
passed.
and since such
said that since WW II, our
deceptive
measures
are
weapons have doubles or
forbidden in the treaty, a
tripled in cost and dropped
device was planned which
significantly in reliability.
would tell the Soviets the
Tsipis produced
Defense
number of missiles in the
Department
figures
field, but not their location
illustrating
the
relative
Thus, the U.S. couln't be
unreliability
of the F ·106
accused of harboring more
intercept
system,
the
"Sidewinder"
plane,
the .,.
current
A-61 plane,
and
numerous
other guns and
munitions. He said modern
tanks like the MBT-70 cost
one million dollars and the F15Eagle plane twelve million.
With a budget that appropriates
money for expensive, unreliable systems,
the U.S. is spending millions
of the taxpayer's
dollars
foolishly,
said Tsipis. He
spoke out strongly against the
underground
MX missile
base system, about which he
said:
"I
believe
you
Americans would call it a
turkey." And he also said we
should not look forward to a
system of laser particle beam
weaponry like that In "Star
Wars," because it is just too
impractical at this time.
Tsipis was in favor of the
Salt II treaty for two reasons.
He said that without it we
would not know what the
Soviets are up to, and with it
we could make sure the
Soviets limit the amount of
warheads they build into their
missiles. According to Salt II,
there must be no more than
ten warheads
per missile.
Tsipis also said that we are
way ahead of the Soviets in
certain areas of. technology
like space exploration, but
behind in other significant
ways.
Tsipis
summed
up by
saying that "Parallel
with
pursuing arms control, we
must also develop domestic
arms
control,
where we
control the development and
procurement of unnecessary
and exotic weapons."

missiles than are allowed.
The problem of not having
SALT comes into light when
considering
the probable
Soviet reply 10 the U.S. shell
game. Chances
are, said
Scovi llc, that they'll build
their own silos, but it's very
doubtful that they'll include a
device which would tell how
many missites they have,
since 'here is no treaty which
would demand such an aclion. Thus, Scoville predicted,
the mobile I.C.B.M. system,
if built as planned, will be
"obsolete
even before we
have the first missile."
In
conclusion,
Scoville
noted that, ironically, SALT
was the cause of the current
push in the arms race. He
said that Carter was reluctant to approve plans for MX
missiles (a step which the
Soviets countered with increasing their supply), but
the President got pushed into
it. He went with the idea so
tha t the Hawks
in the
Congress would compromise
and vote for SALT. Scoville
ended his speech by saying
that, clearly, more missiles
were not needed.

Men's Soccer Sweeps
Indoor Tourney
for 2nd Year in a Row
by ALLAN MOORE
The Connecticut
College
soccer team won the Third
Annual Conn.·Mitchell Indoor
Soccer
Tournament.
The
many hours of practice paid
off for the team. Every
Monday,
Thursday,
and
Sunday,
the
players
congregate and go wild with
soccer. Without green fields,
these fanatics turn to the
gym, playing a quick and
skillful
game called "indoor." Four players make a
side. There are many goals
scored in this game because
the nets are large and the
floor is small.
Coach Lessig says of the
win, "When we accomplish
our goals, we are satisfied.
Everyone worked within their
skill level, applying these
skills to pull off a tactic, a
play. The win was very

positive, and we've won the
tournament
for two consecutive years. The work has
been worth it. I know what to
do next fall."
There were eight teams in
the match, with Conn. in first
place,
Mitchell
College,
second, and Rhode Island
College, third. The Conn.
College-Coast Guard match
highlighted the tournament.
Goals by Jimmy Gabarra,
Rocko Damiano, and Kevin
Sayward, hoisted the winning
score to 4-1. The Coast G·.ard
goalie, dazed, will remember
Gabarra's
hot shot ! Other
players are Randall Dana
Klitz, Steve Barnard, Steve
Rotondo, Burt Czukra, Dave
Ge)ler,
Ali Moore,
Tom
Schindler,
Steve O'Leary,
Tom Beuscher,
and Dave
Rabino.

Bored with the same old
brew?

~

Scoville continued
pictures
as
intelligence
department
wants;
That
Multiple Reentry
Vehicles
(MRVs • a type of warhead
which can knock out up to ten
targets
on one flight) be
limited; and that the feedback data the Soviets receive
from the missiles, which the
U.S. can pick up, can't be
scrambled.
Scoville noted that with or
without the treaty, American
satellite surveillance
would
continue as it is now. But
there are definite liabilities.
Witho.ut a limit on MRVs,
there is no way of knowing
how powerful
the Soviet
missile supply is, since any
warhead might be good for
destroying between one to len
number of targets. As far as
m issi Ie-feedback
is concerned,
the Soviets have

,\\

Switch

to Genny Cream.

Tired of having to settle for the same
old brew every time you open your
refrigerator? Or going to your favorite
tavern and always ordering your "old
reliable?" Then try Genesee Cream
• Ale, and discover the taste of something different.
Genny Cream is a cut above ordinary

beer or ales. It's got a flavor that will
make you wonder why you hadn't tried
it sooner.
So make up your mind. "I ain't gonna
bore my taste no more-gonna have
me a Genny Cream." Today.

Genesee,
r========~~ DReam ale
It's something different!
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Stirring RaUY1Draft Information Week Climax
by Terry Graves
On Saturday
afternoon,
under sunny skies, C.A.R.D.
sponsored a rally. Despite the
disappointing

turn-out

of

under 100 people, there was
definitely
a strong spirit
among those there.
Alice Johnson opened the
rally. She made it clear that
she was speaking as an individual, not as Dean of the

College. D.J. addressed
the
senselessness
of war and
expressed
perplexity
at the
perpetua tion
of
this
phenomenon
throughout
man '5 history.

Bruce Kirmmse, Professor
of HIStory,
made
a few
remarks about the processes
involved in obtaining status
as a C.O. Mr. Kirmmse urged
the
small
crowd
and
Americans at large to "hang
onto your flag." To members
of CARD, whose effort he
supported, he recommended
tersely "learn to organize."
Robin Brown '82 outlined
the structure of C.A.R.D. and
its goals. He also gave facts
that described the draft in its
real form.

Karen Frankian '80 related
an anecdote
about
one
woman's experience in WWII
to portray the harsh reality of
war. Ms. Frankian felt that
any person who is active in a
war effort is equally as guilty
as those who actively
participate in combat. Even if
you are
"non-violently"
working as a file clerk you
are still responsible
for the
deaths of innocent people.
Joanne
Sheene from the
Citizens
for
Non-Vtnlent
Action (an affinity
group)
spoke about the need to raise
consciousness
about
the
draft.
Ms.
Sheene
is
especially
interested
in
making women more aware
of their roles re: the draft.
President
Oakes
Ames
accentuated
the need
to
support alternate
courses of
action in addition to resisting
the draft. If we are going to
reject one thing (the draft),
he said, then we must suppertenergy conservation
and
research
into
alternate~·
sources.
Barbara
Eckman,
acting
chaplain here at Conn. ad-

Three Faculty Share Views
on the Draft

"How can we send some of
our best, brightest and most
talented
people
to prison
because
they are morally
opposed to war an the draft?"
"Mr. Carter says that our
vi tal interests
lie in the
Persian Gulf. Well mine lie in
my sons ... No, Mr. Carter;
we'll burn candles, walk to
work, wear longjohns
and
build windmills
before our
American boy or girl goes to
fight for Mid-East oil."
Ms.
Oldham
proposed
having all profits taken out of
the oil and arms industries.
"Then
we'll
see
what
happens to this talk about
war."
Bob Landau made a few
remarks in which he said that
he would not feel content until
all 1600 people in this community were fully aware of
the situation.
Charlie
King closed the
ceremonies with three songs;
all pertinent to the issue. He
addressed the fact that some
could term the movement as
"vaguely reminiscent
of the
60's, " a label
that
Is
frequently
applied
to any
counter-societal
movement.
Width
With a chuckle he dedicated
the song to ali those who have
been active in a cause "and
woke up the morning to find
that they were hopelessly out
of step with ohe times, Heh,
neh, The New York Timesl"

.
~
Amy Condren, Putt Goodwin, Julia Stahlll'en
and Robin
Brown join In the anU-draft lonll of folk Ilnler Charlie Klnl.
.

short prayer. Amby Burfoot
momentous
(to them
and
related his experience
when
their consciences)
decisions.
trying to obtain status as a
To those' who are beyond
C.O. To Mr. Burfoot his
draft age she said,
beliefs were at stake: it was a
"We must stand and face
major issue.
the same dilemmas that our
He spent a great deal of
draft aged are facing."
time preparing
for his enMs. Oldham
noted
the
counter with the board. But
"generation
gap" that grew
when he finally appeared he
out of the conflicts in the 60's,
was merely asked what his ~"""'L·-,, /' '-'r,. \, '- l\l
excuse
was.
This
im;~..,
,. , :1:,> -, , ~_'fi\
personality
is characteristic
,}'. ....................
:
of the military in general.
·Y,;.", "",,,,.-.-..
~-/.'>",\'·~~lVtl
Tom Boucher 'SO was. M.e .....
<::.!l' -.
(or the eve"!t. ~t one,polnt,he tK¥'5l~,.>\/,.-.
.told of an Incident In whJch ;i.::iY?:* ",0(
Albert Einstein had been .
asked what type of weannnry
i.
would be used in WWIII. The
great scientist replied that he
did not know but that WWIV
would probably
be fought
with sticks and stones.
One of the most powerful
speakers
of the day was
Alison Oldham, a member of
the American Friends Society
(a Quaker organization).
Ms. Oldham spoke as a
parent who had raised her
sons with a great deal of love.
She showed. the great senselessness
in taking
these
individuals and sending them
to war.
She
pointedout
that
Altel Just three months of study at The Institute for
registration
and the draft are
Paralegal Training In exc1tmg Philadelphia. you can have a
not yet a reality. Ms. Oldham
surnulatmq and rewarding career In law or busrness urged us to organize:
she
made it clear that the issue
WIthout law school
should not be placed solely on
As a Idlfiyt::r"Sassistant you Will be pertorrmnq many of
the shoulders
of draft-age
the dunes rracnnonanv handled only by attorneys. And at
people.
The Institute fur Pdralegal Training. you can prck one of
She felt that there was
seven dlilerenl areas 01 law to stlJdy Upon completion of
extreme cruelty in the fact
your t(cllnlllY The tosutctes unique Placement Service will
that the government
forced
IInu you a responsible and challer"gmg Job in a law firm,
people who are at such an
bonk or corporation m the city of your enoree.
uncertain
age
to make
I 111'IfI~lltllll' 101 Par ateqa! Training IS the nanon's 'Irst

d"'''t~ '\ ;\
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Bruce Klrmmse,
Constance Cole, and Don Peppard
partlclpated In a Faculty Symposia on Registration and the Draft
sponsored by C,A.R.D.
by TERRY GRAVES
Doctor Robert
Hampton
On Wednesday
a faculty
received a round of heart-felt
symposium
addressed
a - applause for his remarks on
group of about 75 people. The
the issue. Mr. Hampton asked
panel of three was made up of
where we are all willing to
Constance
Cole,
Bruce
make sacrifices;
he pointed
Kirmmse and Don Peppard,
out that people do not choose
all faculty members here at
poverty, He asked If those of
Conn.
us who are unwilling to join
All three opposed the draft.
the volunteer
army (Which,
After short speeches
there
incidentally
pays just above
was a question and answer
the poverty line) are equally
period during which David
unwilling to work for high
Murray,
professor
of ansalaries
from corporations
thropology,
opened
with a
such as IBM and Chrysler,
prepared
statement
in the
which are heavily involved in
stance of a devil's advocate.
the arms industry. He pointed
He had been asked to make
out that war has inconsistent
the statement,
which did not
effects on the man carrying a
necessarily
represent
his
weapon versus the man who
personal views.
makes the weapon.
Murray asked if we were
not selfish in opposing the
draft (i.e. we are willing to
participate
in the American
lifestyle but when our per~
sonal lives -are disrupted we
GNi
lc/Cf/IrHl.
are unwilling to protect institutions
which make the
lifestyle
possible.)
Mr.
Kirmmse's
terse
reply:
"Ideology is bunk."
Mr. David Smalley outlined
the choice that we are faced
with : "saber rattling"
and
"6 M~~,
conflicts or a drastic change
in American
policy
and
lifestyle.
He
personally
favored
the latter,
stating
that
it is time
for an
awareness
of our situation
and .an incorporation
of this
awareness
into
national
policy.

A career in lawwithout law school.

;111' I 1I1Ll~1

1l'~Pt!C.t('(jschool lor paralegal training. Since
ICJ:U WI' v.' pICli:I)O over 3.000 graduates In over 85 cines
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It you're a seruor of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career. contact your Placement
Office tor an Interview With our representative.
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·441-1771
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Student Discount on all
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Last Home Game Is Hockey
Team's First Home Win

Do
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-
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On Feb. 1q COM hosted
Worcester Poly tech in what
turned out to be a wild game
with a few roughing and
fighting penalties. Conn only
scored in the second period.
Will Stackpole
scored
a
power-play goal on assist by
Brian Kelley. Paul Berlind
scored the second on assist by
Nigel Bentley.
Conn was
outplayed and outshot 35-17.
Duncan Dayton and John
Brayton both shared the task

College. The first game was
quite a controversial one in
which Conn was hit with 35
minutes worth of penalties.

The poor calls made by the
referees
provoked
rough
playing which almost terminated in a free-for-all.
In the first period Conn
skated as they had never done
before. Fred West scored the
only Conn goal assisted by
Max Langstaff
and Joe
Sternl ieb. Duncan Dayton in
goal was alert and played a
good game. One first period

•

'"
1_'
.

mcident that set the tone for'
the rest of the competition
was the deliberate hit in the
an almost perfect game at
jaw by a MIT player. Nigel
Wesleyan.
They played a
Bentley was greatly shaken
tight ...coordinated game and
up
by this hit and had to be
shut Wesleyan out for the first
removed from the game.
two periods.
Paul Brock
Conn was robbed of a goal
scored the only Conn goal in
that they scored in the second
the second period, assisted by
period because of a quick
Peter Mello. With just 2:18
whistle by the ref. The final
left in the game Wesleyan
score was 8·1, with three of
robbed Conn of a shut-out and
MIT's goals coming on power
the team had to make do with
plays when Conn was down
a tie. John Brayton p\ayed an
of playing goal.
Two days later Conn played

excep\\ona\ game. stopp\ng 41
shots.
The final hockey games of

the season were played this
past weekend in a four game
tournament. In the first round
Conn faced MIT and RogerWilliams faced Rhode Island

two men. 'The score i.s not a
real indicator of how Conn

actually played.
The other first round game
was a contest between Roger
Williams and Rhode Island
College.
Roger
Willisms
dominated and led the game
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throughout all three periods.
Roger Williams expertise in
stickhandling
and teamplaying
inhibited
RIC.
Scoring three goals in the
third period Roger Williams
finished on top with a 5-1
victory.
Sunday was the day for
great
bockey games
the
Americans
won the gold
medal and Whe Camels won
their first home game! The
consolation
game against
RIC was an excellent note
upon which to end the season.
The first period began a bit
slow with RIC dominating, as
indicated by their 22-8 lead in
shots on goal. RIC scored the
first goal on a power-play.
But Conn came back with a
goal at the 4:41 mark. The
goal was scored by Nigel
Bentley aided by Paul Brock.
RIC's second
goal was
scored on the rebound of John
Brayton's save. The second
period
saw quite a few
penal ties and Conn did an
excellent job of preventing
RIC from scoring on their
many power plays.
RIC,
annoyed by a call, began
heckl ing the referees and was
slapped with two ten minute
misconduct penalties.

\

,~ 1

A Camel Hockey player

winds
defender reaches for the puck.
For the third period Conn
came out of the loter room
fired up. They were behind 3I, going into the final period.
Four goals were scored to
give Conn a 5-3 win. This
marked
Conn's last home
game and its first home
victory.
Stuart Thomas scored in
the last minute of a powerplay assisted by Doug Tulin,
One minute
later
Paul
Berlind tied the game with an
unassisted
goal. The fans
went wild and the Camel
team came to life. And once
again a minute after Paul's
goal, Peter
Mello scored
assisted by Joe Sternlieb.
Peter's goal gave Conn a 4-3
lead.
Thirteen
minutes
remained and Conn had to

by SETH STONE
Massachusetts
has not
proven to be too nice a place
JQr the. Corm College men's
basketbaJJ
team
this year.
Earlier in the year, the team
made a long trip to Wenham,
Mass. and lost to Gordon 8072. Two weeks ago the team
travelled to Dudley, only to
lose to Nichols 83-73. And this
past week, following two trips
to Massachusetts, the team's
record now stands at 0-4 in the
Bay State.
Last
Monday
saw the
Camels travel to the tip of
Cape Cod (Buzzard's Bay) to
take on the Mass Maritime
Bucs. This was a team Conn
had lost to earlier in the year,
by the close score of 74-68.
The re-match also proved to
be close - for awhile.
Conn jumped out to a quick
4-0 lead, only to have the Bucs
tie score at 12. But then
the Camel's tight 2-3 zone
kept the Bucs from moving
the ball inside. Behind 4
points by Tom Barry, and an
outside jumper by Wayne

Mal, the Camels jumped to an
18-12lead with 11: 50 left in the
first half. This lead was expanded to 24-16, and then to
Conn's biggest lead of the
game,
33-23 with
3:24
remaining.
The main architect of this surge was the
scoring of Wayne Mal.and the
rebounding of Charlie Jones.
But then Mass Maritime went
on a teat.
In the last 3
minutes, they outscored Conn
13-4to tnail at half by only 3736. Joe Pumphret hit for 7 of
these points, and for the
"umpteenth"
time
this
season, one could see it all
slipping away from Conn.
Mass Maritime
hit the
opening hoop of the second
half, and though Conn would
regain the lead, they would
never regain the momentum.
Behind the shooting of Mark
Dumais,
Glen MacKinley,
and Pumphret
the Bucs
literally shot their way to a
59-49 lead with 12:30 left. The
Camels must have felt as if
they were facing a firing
squad, as Mass Maritime
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defend their lead. With the
fan'j enthusiasm behind them
and John Brayton's topnotch
goal tending,
the Camels
successfully
kept
RIC
scoreless for the entire third
period. In tbe last three
minutes
RIC pulled their
goalie for an extra man advantage' and a chance 'to tie
up the game.
Conn was just too hot to
stop and they were not going
to give up this victory. They
not only protected their lead
but on e. break away Nigel
Bentley scored his second
goal of the game into an
empty net. The team, the
management
and the fans
were all thrilled that Conn
ended the season on a winning
note.
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took 75 shots in the game.
The Camels were outshot
and
outrebounded.
They
committed
too many
turnovers, and to many errors of
omission. The few high points
of the contest were Barry's 27
points, followed by Mal's 25
points, along with Jones' 17
rebounds.
In general
the
team did not look strong, and
unfortunately
they looked
even worse against MIT.
There was good news and
bad news in the Camel's trip
to MIT. The team travelled
with the girl's
gymnastic
team, the bus did not get lost,
the gymnastics
team won
their meet, and there was a
nice trip to Quincy Market
afterwards.
If that is the
good, now comes the bad.
MIT crushed the Camels 9963.
At one point the score was
3-2 MIT. Six minutes later the
score read 23-4 MIT. The
closest Conn could get the
score was 29-11 with 8:50 left
in the
first
half.
MIT
withstood the surge to go into
halftime with a 51-23 lead .
Everything
went wrong.
MIT looked very impressive,
and. Conn looked weak. MIT
shot well, and looked strong
off the boards.
Conn was
severely outrebounded,
and
shot a poor 32 percent from
the floor (19-60). Senior Ray
Nagem was unstoppable for
the Engineers. He ended the
game with 39 points, and 9·
rebounds. He shot 15 of 20
from the floor and 9 of 9 from
the line.
For Conn everybody got to
play. The "Bomb
Squad"
performed well off the bench,
as they gave their usual
'hustling performance. To the
squad's credit, they did not
quit in the second half. They
played virtually even with the
Engineers,andshowed
a lot of
character. The scoring was
evenly divided, as Tom Barry
led the way with 12. BilIyMal
looked good in hitting for
double figures' again, contributing 10 points.
Photos by MIMI TYLER
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"Times Moving On" Sweeps
Through Palmer
by KIM ELLIOTT
Last Thursday and Frtday
evenings,
audiences.
in
Palmer Auditorium
had the
treat of an excellent dance
concert. "Times Moving On"
consisted of four pieces by the
Master of Fine Arts Candidates.
Laurie
Boyd, Sat
Hon, and Joy Vrooman.
The conc·ert opened with
Laurie Boyd's "We Children
of the Night," a piece capturing the decadent cabaret
atmosphere
of pre-Hitler

Berlin. The mood was imp
mediately established by the
set. with its jumble of chairs
and tables in the background,
and wonderful costumes.
Pervasive throughout the
piece was the strong
atmospbere of sexuality, as the
dancers
moved
through
almost
surrealistic
transferrals of sexual roles and
relationships.
The piece built
up to a p.owerful conclusion
with each dancer moving as
an isolated unit of violent
activity. The curtain dropped
as they drew towards each

by a Gregorian
Chant. The
subtle use of her head in a
delicate
twitching
motion
along with fluid arms and
hands created an interesting
movement
co~trast
that
worked
beautifully.
She
proceeded slowly forward 10
a shaft of light diagonally
across the stage, to break
loose and run back to where
she
began,
always
surrounded
by the eternal
rise and fall of the chant.
The. second solo, danced by
Laur ie
Boyd,
repeated
elements found in the first

other. a cluster of frenzied
movement
which
was

section, but also created an

suggestive of the violence of
the era itself. The image was
o f the grotesque that seemed
to be moving towards its final

decadence,
Sat

(-A'R'D' Coffehouse
.<:ontinued
complete with an eye-full of
unique costumes. "Half-life"
is comprised of the talents of
Ted Cannie, John Golden,
Josh Radin, Steve Rice, and
Kim Tetrault.
By about 10:30 the-audience
began to thin somewhat, but
the entertainment
and the
food kept coming. I took leave
of this kaleidoscope
of activity at midnight, but word
has
it that
the
action
remained exciting right up to
the very end. Matt Jansky
and Scott Bagish;
Jamie
Williamson, Peter Engle, and
Jeff Fishman;
Rod Wright
and John Muller; and Larry
Batter
provided
entertainment
until 2:30 a.m.
Throughout
the evening I
was consistently
impressed
not only with the high caliber
of the performances
but also
with how well the event
flowed.
It was carefully
organized,
. s m oo t h ly
executed, and Dan Robbins
and all his C.A.R.D. helpers
should be commended. All the
hard work certainly paid off.
About 300 people attended the
benefit,' and. the supportive,
POSitive
nature
of
the
audience
was encouraging.
In the midst of all our
horror at the thought of war
and the draft it is very easy to
lose sight of just what it is we
are striving to preserve and
protect. "In all the despair,
the arts need to be heard and
"Supported," Karen Frankian
rem inded the audience at one
point during the evening. The
Positive, eager, aware quality
of Tuesday
night's
coffee
house was rejuvenating
and
very motivating.

PDQ Takes Bach -Seat

Han's

"War

Game"

danced by Sat Hon and Anne
Pomeroy,
was evocative
of
the lifestyle and spirit of the
American Indian. Sat entered
doing a series of gradual
spins with a lacrosse stick
balanced
on his' shoulder.
A feeling of freedom
and
space was captured
in thefirst section when Sat ran in a
circular pattern that filled the
stage, and lighting patterns
on the back screen were mdicative of the surrounding
environment:
sunlight
on
leaves and water.
The
folloing
piece,
"Summers
Fly,
Winters
Walk" was constructed in two
solo sections choreographed
by Joy Vrooman. Joy danced
the first section accompanied

Mystic'S

Celebrated

Retail=c~

atmosphere
entirely its own.
The section opened with a
stunning
image:
light
by LISA CHERNIN
outlined
the edges of the
Saturday
night, a packed
dancer's body as she sat in a
Palmer
auditorium
was
pool of darkness.
Her dress
subjected
to almost
three
was charcoal colored and her
hours of a show entitled "The
face shrouded in black with
Intimate PDQ Bach", which
only her eyes visible.
ought to be subtitled "Music
This image combined with
of history's
most
justly
her sloW rocking back· and
neglected
composer."
The
forth evoked· a feeling
of
show
featured
Professor
something
ancient
and
Peter Schickele as the pereternal. The dancer carved a
petrator of the scandal, with
place for herself on the stool,
John
Ferrante,
bargain
and, similarly to the first solo
counter-tenor,
David Oei,
section, sbe broke away only
keyboardist,
and last (and
to return again. Both sections
very
definitely
least),
were characterized
by fluid
William
Walters,
Stage
use of arms and hands. Both
Manager.
communicated
a feeling of
Mr. Walters was, without
isolafion
and
inner
exquestion, the perfect straight
ploration.
man. Everything
that went
The final piece
of the
"wrong"
was
his
faillt,
from
concert
was "subject
to
the "tardy" Professor to the
Change,"
choreographed
by
blackout
and eventual
exLaurie
Boyd.
It was
a
plosion
(all staged),
that
vivacious
and
amusing
were the result 01 three atr-epresentation
of the process
tempts to plug in the wire of a
of dance rehearsals.
The pace
piano lamp for Mr. Oei,
was fast, the dancers
were
Mr. Oei, of course, conanimated and personable
as
tinued his performance
01 the
they moved
through
the
"Goldbrick
Variations,"
technically
demanding
quite
oblivious
to
the
choreogrepbvdisturbance
around him. He
Viewed as a whole, the
accompanied
the "Twetve
concert was indicative of the
Quite Heavenly Songs" and
seriousness
of
these
the opera "Hansel & Gretel &
choreographers'
work.
Ted & Alice on a variety of
Laurie Boyd displayed
her
instruments one of which can
wide range of choreographic
only be described as a steam
talent,
for although
the
organ.
themes and impact of her two
Mr. Ferrante sang some of
pieces were extremely
dif·
the
funniest
lines
the
ferent,
both were entirely
evening, including this gem:
successful.
Sat Hon con"Virginia ... they called
her
tributed
an interesting
inVirgin for short, but not for
teraction
between
music,
long!" His enunciation,
so
voice, and movement.
Joy
important for the audience to
Vrooman's
solos added
a
comprehend the humor of the
moment
of quiet intensity,
lines, was near perfect, and
and illustrated her ability to his acting out of the music
combine both delicate
and
was hilarious.
forceful movement
qualities
Professor
Schickele,
who
to culminate
in a powerful
"appeared"
at the concert by
statement.

0'

,';~J...~

~~

,fl·'!,","

dashing down the left center
aisle and doing a head-Iirst,
stomach-down
slide across
center stage, obviously also
arrived
armed
with
innumerable
verbal
and
musical
barbs. There was
almost nothing serious said or
done the entire evening. a
fact that almost worked to the
detriment
of
the
performance.
The humor was unrelenting, which made one almost
tired of laughing. A further
problem was the length of the
program.
The performance
began a little late, because of
the enormous crowd, and the
first half lasted until just
before 10:00 p.m. Any normal
concert
would have
been
ending at about this point,
but. of course, this was no
normal concert.
The second half included a
short slide lecture on uPDQ
Bach: His Life and Times,"
and the "opera in one unnatural
act,"
entitled
"Hansel & Gretel & Ted &
Alice." The lines and music in
the
opera
were
funny,
however the plot, unless my
childhood misleads me, had
next to nothing to do with
Hansel and Gretel, and very
little to do with Ted and Alice.
Though
the opera
was
obviously intended to make
fun of the confusing plots of
18th century operas and 20th
century movies, it was rather
overdone.
and the tired
audience missed mucn 01the
more subtle humor of the
Jines.
Professor Schickele had the
opportunity
to display
his
considerable
talents
as a
bassoonist
and
a "virtU05U050" pianist, (and at the
same time no less), in the
"Sonata
Abassonata."
He
also demonstrated
the art of
performing
on such rarities
as
the
lasso
d'amore,
(developed
from the 18th
century
Viennese
cowboy's
lariat),
and the tromboon
(that is not a typo!) during
the "Shepherd on the Rocks,
With a Twist," both in the
first half.
I'm sure that PDQ would be
delighted to know that this
performance
of his works was
probably the most successful
musical travesty to play at
Connecticut
College. QED!
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said
army

President
is hoping
to
revitalize
the
Selective
Service system. Carter would
like to see a situation where
100.000people would be ready
for induction
wi thi n two
weeks.
Landau
sees two
problem areas here. First,

.,;

::c

has

Landau also said that the

~

-.."

himself

could meet any crisis in the
Persian
Gulf region. For
these reasons. Landau said,
registration for the draft is
totally unnecessary.
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Brezinski

that the all-volunteer

the

David Landau, National Vic...
Chairman of C.A.R.D., spoke,
IIIa small audIence In OLIVA!
Oliva .
on during
the Vietnam
protests and could definitely
happen again. He also said
that draft registration will
allow President
Carter
to
engage widespread unilateral
action without Congressional
sanction. He felt that drart
registration would be the first
step towards unnecessarily
promoting war-like hostility
in a peacetime era.
Landau said there was a
widely-believed myth in our
country that the all-volunteer
military forces are incapable
of defending our interests.
This is not so, he said,
because every year since the
draft was dropped, the allvolunteer forces have filled 98
percent of their quotas. They
are also better trained now.
and the all-volunteer
force
has-, opened
up better opportunities
for women and
minor-ities. Security Advisor

military

can't

deliver

people to their wartime posts
in under

30 days anyways,

and the revitalization of the
Selective Service would be,
according to Landau, an area
of "political patronage."
Landau
mentioned
two
other areas of difficulty. He
said that if registration does
pass
Congress,
C.A.R.D.
would be committed to the
registraton of women as well,
because
excluding
women
would be a violation of the 5th
and 14th amendments.
He
also foresaw
problems
in
dealing
with registration
appropriations,
and
he
questioned Congress' right to
require the U.S. citizen to pay
for draft registration.
Landau stressed the need
for students to get involved in
the protest
against
draft
registration.
He said that
writing letters to Congress is
extremely helpful, and that
he hoped to see a big student
turnout
at
C.A.R.D.'s
National
Demonstration
March in Washington. D.C. on
March 22.

A Jeffersonian
View of the
20th Century
By LAURA MARTINEAU
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In a provocative parallel of
18th and 20th century political
ethics which he maintained
are not. as diametrically
opposed as they immediately
appear, scholar, author and
syndicated columnist Garry
Wills initiated the Government Department's
Peggoty
Nam Doran lectureship
on
American Political Values,
last Wednesday night.
The
small Dana audience-vspotted
with
past
and
present
denizens
of department
chairman
Minor
Myers'
popular
course
Political
Ideas-- was honored by the
attendance
of Mr. James
Doran, husband of the woman
(Peggoty Nam Doran, class
of 1958) whose generous gift
made this and future lectures
possible.
Entitled Jefferson and the
Twentieth Century, Mr. Wills'
lecture relied on the premise
that
eighteenth
century
American man was .not just a
highly political, but. an accutely moral, animal. It was
no coincidence, he claimed,
that the most powerful man in
Virginia was also the most
virtuous. Thomas Jefferson'
called
Payton
Randolf
a
"moral paradigm".
If the strength of a republic
was virtue, Wills maintained,
then its weakness was faction. Supported by Federalist
Ten, of Madison, Hamilton,
and Jay's Federaliit Papers,
Wills identified the ideal 18th
century
representative
as
that
man
of the
most
"disinterested"
character.

t

Only the unaligned,
the
"diffusive"
vf reputation,
was fit to " adjudicate"
the
varied
interests
of the
com monwealth
for
the
purpose
of serving
the
common good.
Wills' essential point was a
simple one, and he ended on
it. Though 20th C. political
candidates do not seem either
very moral or unbiased, they
have nevertheless
achieved in compromise what
the adjudicators
of two
hundred years ago practiced
by policy.
In the uncompromising
pursuit of votes, particularly
of that undecided
middle
sector or the population large
enough to determine the way
of an election, candidates
unhesitatingly
compromise
party ideals.
Rather than
swaying
away
from
democracy,Wills
claimed,
American
political
candida tes are moving closer to
the 18th C. ideal, through
representation
by
the
.'disinterested"
adjudicator.
Wills'
point
was most
strongly illustrated
in the
question-answer
period.
What about Nixon?, someone
asked.
"Nixon was the
ultimate
compromise.
candidate,
" Wills instantly
returned.
Compared to
Wallace or
Goldwater, he
insisted,
Nixon
was
a
moderate.
Johnson, never perceived
as a war candidate,
was
further fuel to Wills' fiery
conclusion.
Had Goldwater
ever
been
elected
(admittedly rabid fantasy), he
said, Congress would have
moved almost instinctively to
counter Goldwater's avowed
war interests.
The element
profoundly
missing in Mr. Wills otherwise convincing parallel of
18th and 20th C. political
practice, is virtue.
yirtue,
according to Jefferson, drives
a republic.
The French
Revolution was inevitable, he
once told Lafayette. because
the French people were not
virtuous. If we are really, as
Wills quipped, a "garbage in,
garbage
out" society
(he
referred to our election of
Richard
Nixon),
then we
must either wonder at our
coming fate, or find flaw with
his timebound
comparison.

Army Life continued _
unlikely wager. Strangely
enough he won. A federal
judge ordered his release and
return to the U.S. under a writ
of habeas
corpus.
Unfortunately, Loewe said, he
was not the only man to have
conveniently
been spirited
away when he threatened to
cause the army
untimely
embarrassment.
Many have
not been as lucky as he.
In his summary,
Loewe
underscored the problem of
protecting
the rights
of
Americans (and the rest of
the world) from the abuses of
government.
He advocated
making it far more difficult to
implement
the draft
and
much easier to obtain C.O.
status.
John Bach was the final
speaker. His first point about
registration
was that it is
merely a manifestation of a
much
larger
and
more
complex problem
that we
must all face. He believes
that we have a responsibility
to face "the burning issues of
our time."
Bach made a few comments alluding to the horror
of modern
warfare.
He

Young Alums Speak on
Business Careers

~O
by SARA BARRETT
On Thursday, February 21,
three Connecticut
College
graduates returned to discuss
life in the working world and
business careers.
John Alderman was a 1976
graduate who started out as a
management
trainee
at
Bankers Trust. Sensing that
this offered no opportunities
in terms of a rewarding
business career, he became a
business consultant at Price
Waterhouse,
an accounting
and
auditing
firm.
He
basically deals with clients
who need advice on business
related problems in today's
competitive
market
place.
It is a growing industry, but
because of the large size,
there is constant competition
for positions
and clients
among
fellow
workers.
However,
if· you are personable, ar-ticulate, and able
to sell yourself, the money is
very good and some positions
are available.
Steve Carlson, also a 1976
graduate,
is currently
employed at Union Trust, and
finds great
advantages
to
working in a small bank.
During training in a small
bank you are exposed to all
aspects of banking, making it
possible to determine to what
position you are best suited.
A Ithough
the
starting
salaries
are low, (appx.
$13,000), he feels that the
exposure and experience are
invaluable.
Mr.
Carlson
>

presented
a
staggering
statistic: 38-40 percent of all
Vietnamese casualties in the
Vietnam
war were under
thirteen. He noted the decay
of morality.
as desperate
women became
prostitutes
for the American GI's while
hungry children begged and
stole in the streets.
"Modern warfare
is not
bet ween gen tlem en on a
remote battlefield,"
Bach
said.
Bach said that registration
is not the whole issue that we
face. Referring to the whole
issue he said, "It begins in a
mentality
that property
is
more important than human
lives."
He then recited a Martin
Luther King quote, "If a
person
does
not
have
something
to die for. that
person is not fit to live."
.
Are the nation's
"vital
interests"
worth dying for?
Are we Willing to die for the
continued economic growth of
our country? The U.S. makes
up 6 percent of the world
population; yet we consume
40 percent
of the world's
resources. These, said Bach,

works with two and three
million dollars a day, but
feels that small banks, as
opposed to large ones like
Bankers
Trust, apply less
pressure,
are more
personable,
and offer more
opportunities.
The third speaker was Jean
Handler, who stated many
advantages to working in a
large corporation,
The Bell
System. The chance to travel,
meet different people, and
apply almost any major to
some aspect of the company
are
just
a few of the
possibilities.
The starting salaries are
tremendous, from $17,000 to
$20,000, without experience.
The Bell Company
is interested
in young, bright,
aggressive
students
with
le ader sh tp qualities.
Math
and economics majors are in
he greatest demand, although
positions are available in all
areas.
All three
agreed
that
whether working in a small or
a large company, an MBA is
essential. However, they feel
that the work experience is
more important, and if the
apportunity to work is given,
the MBA should be completed
at night school. Overall, they
emphasize the importance of
a relaxed,
composed
interview as a step into the
company, and from that point
the possibilities seem endless
for business careers.
are the issues "that we must
address.
"I am asking you to live in a
commensurate
way,
responding
to the burning
issues of the day. Don't only
consider
yourself and the
draft. If you do more than
look after
yourself
then
perhaps people 10-20 years
from now will have a better
life.
According
to
the
Bulletin of Atomic Scientists
(not a radical group!) the
next
generation
(my
Children, your children) will
have 1 chance in 200 of living
a life free from a nuclear
catastrophe
that will kill
millions! Are you willing to
live with that risk?"
At that point Miskimon
joined in, endorsing the Idea
of taking an active role of
some sort. He said, "Instead
of opting out of society. I
would resist the system if I
felt that I was being violated.
Fortunately, I don't."
Bach pointed out that if the
rebels of the sixties had been
more aware
and forceful,
perhaps we would not be
faced
with
the
current
situation.
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an We Really Live With An Honor Code?
You can say many things about t.he honor
code at Connecticut college; it allows US the
freedom of self-scheduled exams, it is a time
honored t.radition, it is a unique privilege
which separates us from otherwise similar
small liberal arts colleges, or, as President of
the college Oakes Ames says simply, "When it
workS, it's the best."
What you probably won't say, as was
revealled in a preliminary Voicepoll of sixty
students, is that the honor code doesn't work.
Eighty-three percent ofthose polled said the

honor code is violated "sometimes" or
"frequently". Yet ninety-five percent of the
same group was in favor of keeping the honor
code. Why? Because of self scheduled exams.
Not, perhaps,
the most honorable of
reasons.
When only seven academic cases are heard
by J. B. compared to over fifty social cases to
date; when two floors of students are brought
to J. B. not by their house councils, not by their
housefellows, not even by their fellow
students, but by the Dean of the College; when
these and other 'floors' are responsible for
brutal abuses of privilege, for noise long and
loud and . destructive enough to warrant
police intervention in any 'normal' community across the nation, andfinally, for the
apparently gleeful and dedicated mutilation
of school property, I ask you what time it is.
It is time, Connecticut College, for grim
self-appraisal.
It is time to answer those
relative few who are telling us, explosively,
that our system of "privilege" and "honor" is
a travesty. It is time, finally, to strengthen
what is good at Connecticut College by killing

what is bad.
Jimmy Carter, before the crises in Iran and
Afghanistan, talked about a "crisis in confidence," a malaise of the American spirit. He
urged us to " say something good about
America."
From a man whose smile was
necessarily desperate-after three years of not
balancing
the budget,
not curbing
inflation, and not conserving energy-these
words were not just sad but ludicrous.
The president of our small community is not
smiling, he's moving. Through his breakfast
meetings with students and Dean of the
College Alice Johnson, Mr. Ames is deeply
impressed by our own "crisis of confidence".
How can we, as students, be proud of our
college if we doubt the very system which
structures it ?
This week Mr. Ames has already moved,
before an extrememly receptive meeting of
the Senior Staff, that we set aside an
"Honor Code Day," during which all of US
will have the chance to speak out about the
way we live. It has even been suggested that
classes be cancelled and a schedule of intense
study and deliberation be drawn up to involve
all members of the community.
The .Iudiciary Board will meet with Mr.
Ames and other members of the administration after Spring Break to formalize
a plan for SGA and faculty approval.
Mr. Ames has moved with swiftness and
grave concern. He wants to save what good
we have under the honor code. We owe him,
and ourselves, the same swiftness and grave
courtesy in reply. -
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J .B· Chairman Clarifies Plagiarism Point
To the Editor:
As a member
of the
Judiciary Board I feel obliged
to reply to the letter from Mr.
John Kosa '80, printed in your
February
21 issue. For
reasons of confidentiality, I
cannot go into the details
surrounding the particular
case mentioned by Mr. Kosa,

But I can say the Judiciary
Board does view plagiarism
as the most serious academic
infraction one could commit
against
an institution
of

higher education.
When a system such as ours
maintains

confidentiality,

others
gain
access
to
knowledge
of Judiciary
Board cases through gossip,
hearsay and rumor. as is
obvious

from

Mr.

Kosa's

inaccurate account of one
such case. When any case
comes to the Board, we do not
arrive

at

an

immediate

decision based on just guilt.
The Judiciary Board Is not
a court of law interested in
taking punitive action, but

rather

n

a body of students

interested

in understanding

and helping fellow students
solve
problems.
The
Judiciary Board does not
want

to punish

someone

primitive,

fertile

mysterious

it,

. To be .fair to Mr. Carter, his present stance
IS not merely a re-election ploy. A sincere
moralist, Mr. Carter has long bh' puzzled as
to the best means of rousing the American
people from their "national malaise." Having
proved through his abortive efforts at fireside

chats and down-ho.!ll~visits thjlt he is no FDR,.
Mr. Carter has turned his attention to a
favorite and proven technique - the threat of
war.
Certainly a distinct change is evident in our
national attitude, and the unity, however
illusory, that has resulted from the current
belligerent militarism,
must please .Mr.
Carter very much. As the older sister of an 18
year old boy, I am not so thrilled.
In the first place, it is unrealistic to even
think in terms of a conventional, WW2 style
war with the U.S.S.R. Nuclear weapons, and
not high-minded sentiment, are the stark
reality behind detente and SALT, and they
have not disappeared. Secondly, while war
can unify the nation, our most recent experience playing with tanks and guns was
tremendously divisive. Lastly, I am just plain
unconvinced that anything has occurred up
till now that requires the sacrifice of a
generation of American youth as an answer.
The basic question is "Why now?" Why,
after the gradual thawing of the Cold War,
which included our Unsuccessful attempt to
annihilate a small band of native Marxists
and their country, while winking at truly
Soviet inspired aggression allover the globe?
The only answer I can see is oil. And better
that gas should be $20 dollars a gallon than
that one drop of American blood be shed to
defend it at a twentieth that cost.
On the home front, there have also been
some chilling new directions. For example, it
would be well to investigate to just what extent the CIA has been hampered in performing their real duties by recent legislation
before we unleash them on such villains as
Republicans and Kennedy supporters.
No one suggests that we, as students, try to
return to the nirvana of the late sixties, that
halcyon period of idealism and exaggeration .
Efforts to stop the draft, or to right any of the
wrongs of our manifestly unequal society, will
fail if based only on nostalgia and not on
shrewd realism. These days, any sort of
,ealism, let alone shrewdness, is the last thing
I see emanating from the White House.

community.

We often spend hours in
deliberation discussing each
and every case individually.
Our decisions are personal,
thoughtful
and
always
arrived at to serve the best
interests of both the student
and the college community.
In the opinion of the
Judiciary Board, this attitude
does not cheapen the value of
a
Connecticut
College
diploma, but makp.s It more
valuable, and for thl. we are
quite glad.
Sincerely,
Jeff Lupoff '81
Chairman, Judiciary Board

marvelous,

ambrosial and

and as a fungus or a lichen."
Henry David Thoreau

Editor's note: Because of the abbreviated "mid-term week"
Issue, letters re- celved after the copy dead-tine could not be
Included. Look fol'"them In the March 28 Issue. Have a 1I00d
break ...
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Frankly Mr. Carter, Why Now?
ANN C. ALLAN
,
Now that some 'of the rally round the" trag ,c,·
hoopla has died down, it's time to ask some
pointed questions about our country at home
and abroad, and our President. Why do we
still lack a comprehensive energy policy, for
example? Why is the misery index (the ratio'
between unemployment and inflation) a
record 19percent? Why is this present Soviet
binge of aggression the "greatest threat to
peace since World War Two," according to
Mr. Carter? Finally, why should the draft be
reinstituted at tfti. time?
Surely the Berlin crisis, the Cuban missile
crisis, the turmoil in Angola, and other
deplorable global grabs for power by the
Russians have been as serious as the present
move into Afghapistan. The invasions of
Hungary and Czechoslovakia must have
caused no small amount of anxiety. to our Nato
allies, Yet the U.S. govermnent did not find it
necessary to whip up the people into war
hysteria in order to deal with these events.
If there is a difference between the past and
the present, it is that we are helplessly
dependent upon the foreign oil which we
Import from the very region which the
Russian. bear is presently mangling into
shape. Had far-sighted and concrete steps
developed in the past three years in the form
of a national energy policy, to lessen such a
dismal dependence, this crisis would have
been only one more push in the super-powers'
uneasy truce.
After Watergate, very few of US expect the
president to be a super-hero, capable of
leaping tall buildings like the Kremlin or the
Senate Chambers in a single bound. Yet
surely we can do better than to retain a proven
bumbler in the White House simply because
he has made such a MESS of things that we
are afraid to change leaders in the middle of
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having a personal problem
which may have brought
about the partlcalar
infraction, but rather help this
person become a productive
mem ber of our college

"A truly good book is something as wildly natural
and
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Our business is providing you with music. We have Southeastern
Connecticut's Largest selection of quality stereo components and
up-to-the-minute records. Whether you're after the latest record, or
a new stereo, we're the people to seel
1

"

We've searched the world
over lor the best stereo
values. For example, from
Denmark. we chose Bang
& Olulsen components.
These are the perfect
matching 01 beauty and
technology. II you're after
an out-of-the-ordlnary
music system that's so
respected it's in the
Permanent Design
CoUection 01 the Museum
01 Modem Art, this is it.

is.?

Selection
Here are just a lew 01 the quality
component brands we're proud to
display., "

•

Advent

•

Technics

.B&O

•

Sanyo

•

Sony

•

Pioneer

•

Tandberg

•

Burhoe

~:
.. ..
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Advice

TraveUng
Music

For 5459you can own a quality
stereo sound system that

I

Art That
Sings

will make you standaparl tram
the crowd. Powered by the JVC
25watl receiver the Technics
speakers will sing with joy.
Your records will love the JVC
belt drive table. Include
this system in your budget.

Roberts is' your Clarion

Car

stereo

Headquarters.

Find out

why Roberts has chosen
the Clarion
"Hi··Way
Fidelity" series to help
you enjoy your travels.

Records
Whatever your musical

\

tastes, we have it. And our
prices are the lowest in the
area. save this week on all
Classical records(extra
SI.OO oft)
with your
Conn. College I. D.

•

Service

TOMITA

When you buy lrom Roberts. you
enjoy the security 01 knowing that
_ your music system is guaranteed
by our own on-the-premises
Service Department. Our Service
Manager, Phil Stevens, knows
more about stereo. and fIXing
stereos. than most manufacturers!

"BOLERO"
NOW 499

Reasons To BuyFrom
*
*
*
*
*

$8.98 list

Us

46 years 01 integrity
and experience
5-Year System
Guarantees
7 Day Money·Back
Guarantee on systems
30-Day Change-ol-mind
Guarantee
Founded in 1934,

THE
MUSIC
PEOPLE
•

GROTON SHOPPING

•

NEW LONDON

PLAZA-REAR-

82 Plaza Court Groton. CT 06340

90 Bank Street New London. CT 06320
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